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myford ltd home page british engineering at its best - vg32 lubricating oil esso nuto 32 1 litre ref 662 this is the oil used
on the drip feed oilers and oil nipples found all around our lathes, myford lathe oils lubefinder com - myford specify the
following oils for use on their lathes mobil vactra oil no 2 for the slideways gearbox mobil nuto h32 for the oil cups and
nipples mobil nuto h32 ex h44 was previously manufactured under the esso brand as esso febis k68, spindle oil for
myford practicalmachinist com - thread spindle oil for myford i have a 1949 myford ml7 it has split white metal bearings
and for over 35 years i ve used motor oil in the same bearings as long as the oilers are full and open the old machine is
happy of course i respect it s condition and age when using it highest speed is used least and cuts are kept light, oil gun for
myford lathes model engineering clearing house - hi all i ve recently bought and installed a myford super 7 lathe at
home after looking at the lubrication on it it requires an oil gun as there are oil nipples not pots in certain places, myford
lathe oil gun oil pump lathespares co uk - new good quality european oil gun for myford lathes steel bodied 15cl capacity
high pressure 2200 psi and extended nose to reach all of the oil nipples on the myford lathe it is one of the few that we have
come across that can generate enough pressure without leaking to efficiently inject oil through the oil nipples to reach the
parts that need lubrication, myford oil lubrication lathespares co uk - oil lubrication this section includes various types of
oil gun for the myford lathe including the swiss made wanner and a european oil pump other items include lubricants cutting
fluids sealing washers oil nipples and cups for the ml7 ml7 r ml10 and super 7 lathe manufacturer product image
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